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2023年全省职业院校技能大赛英语口语赛项题库

中国故事 (Speech) (分值：25分，时间：3分钟)

根据抽取的主题，选择其中任意一个子话题用英语讲中国故事。

Topic 1

No. 1 春 No. 2 夏

No. 3 秋 No. 4 冬

Topic 2

No. 1 琴 No. 2 棋

No. 3 书 No. 4 画

Topic 3
The year 2021 marks the centennial of the Communist Party of China

(CPC). Over its 100-year history, there have been some critical moments

that shaped China’s destiny. Give a three-minute speech introducing

events that occurred during the following specific years.

No. 1 1921 No. 2 1949

No. 3 1978 No. 4 2021
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情景交流 (Interview) (分值：25分，时间：3分钟)

根据题目的要求扮演角色，与主试官进行一对一的现场问答。 本环

节每位参赛选手用时不超过 3 分钟。

NO.1

Task: Now you will see an advertisement. Suppose you are working with Morrow

Mechanical and you are talking with a customer who is interested in its products. You

will answer the questions from the customer.

Contestant: A staff member at Morrow Mechanical

Question Master: A customer who is interested in its products Quantity

Questions: 6 ~ 8
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NO.2

Task: Now you are a staff member of Xinhua Company, the customer has

strong interested in your company’s products. Suppose you are talking

with this customer, you will answer the questions from the customer.

Contestant: A staff member of Xinhua Company

Question Master: A customer

products Quantity of Questions: 6 ~ 8
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NO.3

Task: Your company designed new kind of N95 mask, which

has many different functions compared with other masks, one

customer has strong interested in this mask. Suppose you introduce this

mask to your customer, you will answer the questions from the

customer.

Contestant: A staff member

Question Master: A customer who is interested in its products

Quantity of Questions: 6 ~ 8
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NO.4

Task: Suppose you are working in UK Winter Study Tour, and are talking

to a potential customer, resolve the customer doubts regarding the

company services.

Contestant: A sales representative from UK Winter Study Tour.

Question Master: A potential customer

Quantity of Questions: 6 - 8
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NO.5

Task: Suppose you are working in the company Gallaghers, and are

talking to a potential job applicat, resolve his / her doubts regarding the

company services.

Contestant: A sales representative from Gallaghers.

Question Master: A potential job applicat

Quantity of Questions: 6 - 8
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NO.6

Task: Suppose you are working at Digital Marketing Workshop, and are

talking to a potential customer, resolve the customer doubts regarding the

company services.

Contestant: A sales representative from Digital Marketing Workshop.

Question Master: A potential customer

Quantity of Questions: 6 - 8
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NO.7

Task: Suppose you are working at Central Maine Cash Coalition, and are

talking to some students, inform and clear any doubts regarding the

volunteer program.

Contestant: An agent at Central Maine Cash Coalition

Question Master: A student

Quantity of Questions: 6-8
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NO.8

Task: Suppose you are working in the City University of Hong Kong, and

are talking to an international student, inform and clear any doubts

regarding the Chinese calligraphy workshop.

Contestant: An administrative assistant at the City University of Hong

Kong

Question Master: An international student

Quantity of Questions: 6-8
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NO.9

Task: Suppose you are working at Boomerang Health, and are receiving a

customer’s inquiry.

Inform and clear any doubts regarding to the parent workshop.

Contestant: A clerk of Boomerang Health

Question Master: A customer who is interested in the parent workshop

Quantity of Questions: 6-8
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NO.10

Task: Suppose you are a staff member of Boeleo Co. and are receiving a

customer who is interested in the AI translator. Inform and clear any

doubts regarding the AI translator.

Contestant: A staff member of Boeleo Co.

Question Master: A customer who is interested in the AI translator

No. of Questions: 6~8
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职场描述 （Presentation）(分值：25分，时间：3分钟)

No.1

Task: You are required to describe the following charts, giving your

account of the survey result and offering your suggestions about what

should be done to eliminate or reduce air pollution in big cities.

No.2

Task: You are required to talk about the following chart. First, present the

information in the chart and then give your comments on the survey

result.
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No.3

Task:You are required to talk about the following chart. First, present the

information in the chart and then give your comments on the survey

result.

No.4

Task: You are required to talk about the following illustration. First read

and interpret the charts presented in the illustration and then illustrate why

our native brands become so popular in 2021
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No.5

Task: You are required to talk about the following illustration. First read

and interpret the charts presented in the illustration and then talk about the

reasons why those cities become more and more popular

No.6

Task: You are required to talk about the following charts.

First read and introduce the chart presented in the illustration and then

elaborate on suggestionsto decrease orstop the ocean pollution.
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No.7

Task: You are required to talk about the following chart.

First read and interpret the graphic presented in the illustration and then

share your comments and suggestions on future development of Chinese

aerospace industry

No.8

Task: You are required to talk about the following chart.

First read and interpret the chart presented in the illustration and then

share your opinions on “China's food supply remains firmly in its own

hands” said by President Xi Jinping
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No.9

Task: You are required to talk about the following chart.

First read and interpret the chart presented in the illustration and then

justify the reasons behind the high interest in the top destinations

No. 10

Task: You are required to talk about the following illustration.

First read and interpret the charts presented in the illustration and then

offer some suggestions about how to improve awareness and increase

garbage sorting in the communities.
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职场辩论 （Debate）(分值：25分，时间：5分钟)

No.1

Background: Many parents let their kids wear a GPS-equipped

wristwatch that allows them to monitor what their children are doing in

real time.

Question: Should parents use gadgets to monitor their children in

school?

Pro: It is necessary for parents to use gadgets to monitor their children in

school.

Con: Parents should not use gadgets to monitor their children in school.

No.2

Background: It’s a custom in China to give children lucky money,

especially during

the Spring Festival. And there have been heated debates on whether

parents should be

in charge of the children’s lucky money.

Our Question: Do you think it’s a good idea that parents keep the money

for their

children?

Pro: I think it is a good idea that parents keep the money for their

children.

Con: I don’t think it is a good idea that parents keep the money for their

children

No.3

Background: The education authorities of Gansu Province in northwest China
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have recently released the reform of the high school entrance exam, in which

the total score allocated to physical education （PE）will be raised from 50 to

100 points, equal to Chinese, Maths and English. It is said that the purpose of

the reform is to help improve students’health.

OurQuestion:Will more entrance exam grades for PE help improve students’

health?

Pro: I think more entrance exam grades for PE will help improve students’

health.

Con: I don’t think more entrance exam grades for PE will help improve

students’health.

No. 4

Background：Some people think that the best way to be successful in life

is to get a university education. Different people hold different views on

this issue.

Our question: Is getting a university education the best way to be

successful in life?

Pro: I think the best way to be successful in life is to get a university

education.

Con: I don’t think the best way to be successful in life is to get a

university education.

No. 5

Background: Some people say that love is more important than money

for a marriage. Others believe that money is much more important for a

marriage. Which view do you support?

Our question:Which is more important for a marriage, love or money?

Pro: Love is more important than money for a marriage.

Con:Money is more important than love for a marriage.




